Introduction
Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) technique is characterized by simple operation, short period and environmental friendliness. Compared with Kjeldahl nitrogen method, NIRS technique can detect protein of wheat quickly and nondestructively, which is meaningful for wheat quality inspection, processing and breeding. NIRS technique is constituted by NIR instrument, chemometrics software and calibration model [1] . As NIRS instrument is becoming miniature, professional, steady and excellent, domestic and foreign famous companies have developed kinds of the special purpose instruments focused on inspecting grain, feed, soil and oil [2] . Domestic researchers have already gained some achievements in wheat spectroscopy research, but our research is still far lower than international level [3] . In order to analysis wheat quality professionally and quickly, NIR-WQDS was developed on grating technology and it works in the 900-1700nm region. In this paper 46 wheat samples were detected by MPA spectroscopy and NIR-WQDS to test the performance of NIR-WQDS.
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Development of system
NIR-WQDS includes optical system with fixed grating, CCD drive and signal acquisition system, CCD temperature control system, light source control system, sample rotator control system, and computer software system. NIR absorption spectra are recorded in the 900-1700nm (11111.1-5887.8cm -1 ) range. CCD is controlled to work at 0℃ and its temperature controlling precision is ±0.1℃. The light intensity accuracy can be controlled within 0.02% and the SNR is 4000:1. The system structure of NIR-WQDS is shown in figure 1 .
Following are working principles of NIR-WQDS spectroscopy:
(1) Light source control system is based on current negative feedback. It controls light intensity of source and provides stable near infrared light to the whole instrument.
(2) After light concentrated and collimated, it penetrates wheat sample directly in a sample rotator. Then, diffuse transition light is obtained.
(3) In optical system, diffuse transition light is concentrated and collimated. Then, light is projected onto fixed optical grating and a continuum spectrum is produced. (1) To collect more hydrogen information in wheat groups, spectrum wavelength ranges from 900nm to 1700nm.
(2) To eliminate influence caused by temperature shift and ensure high measurement precision, CCD temperature control system was designed to ensure CCD's working temperature low and steady.
(3) Light intensity control system was designed to ensure stable light with accuracy 0.02%, which reduces error from light intensity shift.
(4) Wheat sample is heterogeneous and inhomogeneous; therefore sample rotator was designed to eliminate error by increasing number of scans [1] .
Materials and methods
experiment materials
46 wheat kernel samples were brought from Heilongjiang academy of agricultural sciences. After milling, the samples were sealed in plastic bags. Protein standard values of samples were measured by national standard method, and it varies representatively and widely from 9.830% to 16.94% with a 14.18% average.
MPA was selected as the target analyzer, which is a fourier transform infrared spectrometer produced by Bruker Optics Company. It has a scanning range of 12800-3600 cm -1 . The NIR spectra of 46 wheat powder samples were collected using quartz sample cup on sample rotator in this experiment. The main parameters and setting of two spectrometers are shown in table 1. 
experiment methods
The spectra were acquired with MPA and NIR-WQDS at room temperature (20~25 ℃) respectively. In order to decreasing operation differences, both instruments were started at the same time for about half an hour. After completing all measurements, the obtained data was processed into absorbance value by using MATLAB 7.0 software. Wheat NIR spectral data was finally analyzed using OPUS 6.5 software. In OPUS6.5, partial least squares (PLS) regression was used to build calibration models.
Results and analysis
wheat NIR spectra
46 spectra collected by both instruments were saved as OPUS and showed in spike-waves at local wavelength and extreme ends, which shows obvious noise and low SNR. To improve the quality of spectra, we can increase scans and improve precision of light control system, and decrease affection caused by CCD dark current.
Peprocessing and modeling methods
In this paper, PLS were selected for building equation between spectra and protein standard values. R 2 , RMSECV and RDP were computed to select the best model.
Higher R 2 represents that the predictive ability of model is better. RMSECV (cross validation) and RMSEP (external validation) indicate the rate of deviation between predictive value and true value. When they get smaller, models get better. RPD can state the stability of model. A model has a good stability when its RPD>3.
In order to eliminate differences, OPUS 6.5 software was used to process spectra obtained by two instruments and to build PLS calibration model. More excellent evaluating indicators and wider modeling wavelength ranges are used to select a better calibration model [4] . Table. 2 shows preprocessing algorithm, wavelength ranges and rank when modeling. 
Results and analysis
The relationship between predictive values and standard values in both models is shown in Fig. 3 . We can acquire that both models have an excellent goodness of fit, but the linear correlation of MPA is more significant than that of NIR-WDQS. [3] . It proves that NIR-WQDS spectroscopy has a good performance with high stability, accuracy and repeatability and it is practical to inspect wheat quality. 
Conclusion
NIR wheat quality quick detection system was designed based on grating technology in a spectra range of 900-1700nm. The spectrometer consists of optical system with fixed grating, CCD drive and signal acquisition system, CCD temperature control system, light source control system, sample rotator control system, and computer software system. In this paper, the instrument is proven to be accurate, stable and reliable by analyzing wheat protein content in 46 wheat samples.
The spectra acquired by NIR-WQDS are thorny with spike-waves at extreme ends, which may be caused by noise from slightest vibration of sample rotator, or precision of temperature control system. To improve performance of NIR-WQD, suggestions of the next step are put forward as follows:
(1) Continuing to reduce working temperature of CCD detectors to low dark current.
(2) Adding more processing algorithms and modeling algorithms to perfecting supporting computer software system.
